Pedro Ibáñez Requena
Presentation
To whom it may concern,
Thank you for showing interest in my curriculum vitae. If you have any question that is not
answered with this document you can contact me by e-mail or use the contact form on the web
page http://www.pedroibanez.es/contacto/ .
My diplomas in Computer Science and in Telematic Engineering had enabled me to develop good
organizational skills, an analytical/logical approach to tasks and the ability to work under pressure.
I am able to work well both on my own initiative as well as working in a team. Because of my
interest in the languages I had been for an Erasmus year in Ireland for improving my skills with the
English language.
I have worked with GNU/Linux since 1999 and I have taken my first steps with distributions like
CentOS, Red-Hat, Gentoo, Debian and Fedora since their birth so I consider myself an OpenSource
fanboy. I am a great team worker and self-taught person. I like to teach and to learn from others.
In my daily work I am working as Platform Consultant. I code scripts with Bash and the GNU
command line tools. I have experience with other programming languages like PHP and Ruby, I also
enjoy the databases administration and the SQL Performance. I am currently working as DevOps
automating processes and monitoring every system piece with OpenSource solutions. Also I have
experience working as a help desk.
In addition I have been involved in the design, configuration and deployment of complex IT systems
(Banking and electronic invoicement) including data storage, networking, monitoring, and security. I
considered myself an expert at solving difficult problems, I am focussed on offering the best service
and support, with the culture of continuous quality improvement.
I look forward to hearing from you,
Kind regards,
Pedro Ibáñez Requena
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Experience
2015-Present Platform Consultant., Red Hat.
In this position I am working as a Platform Consultant. My daily tasks are related with
the administration, deploy and management of automation over IaaS (Infrastructure-asa-Service) systems. I deeply collaborate with project and client team members to meet
timelines and goals. I develop and collaborate with the automation implementation, and
the integration for clients cloud and system infrastructure solutions. Another important
task is the DevOps processes implementation to improve the cloud life cycle, including
infrastructure and application uptime, availability, and time-to-market

2013-2015 Platform Consultant., Intercambio Electrónico de Datos y Comunicaciones, S.L.,
EDICOM.
In this position I was working as a Platform Consultant. My daily tasks were related with
the administration, deploy and management of remote and customized GNU/Linux servers.
I was also in charge of setting up new MySQL clusters with Galera. I was administering
middleware tomcats with java webapps and also I was automating processes with bash
and OpenSource tools. Another of the tasks that I was in charge of was the configuration,
installation and monitoring of high availability services with tools like HAproxy, Keepalived
and Nagios. In addition I have configured and deployed to production my own tools and
OpenSource tools. I have experience with virtualization, clustering and cloud setting up
enterprise hardware

2008-2013 Senior Mainframe specialist, Banco de Valencia, INSA, Valencia.
In this position I was in charge of the mainframe support team, focussed on the system
service operations. I coordinated different areas with the software suppliers and I collaborated
with the continuos service improvement related with the DB2 databases. I took part in
three big migrations, the first one was the movement of the databases from hierarchical
IMS/DL1 database to relational DB2 database, the second one, the reorganization of the
total batch jobs to improve the 24x7 service and the last one was the data integration and
movement between Banco de Valencia and CaixaBank.

University studies
2008
2007–2010
2007
2006–2007
2001–2008

IBM DB2 database specialization diploma, University of Valencia.
Telematic Engineering, University of Valencia.
IBM corporative systems diploma, University of Valencia.
Software Engineering BSc (Hons), Institute of Technology Carlow, Ireland.
Computer Science, University of Valencia.

Specialized studies
2016
2015
2015
2015

Red Hat Certificate of Expertise in Platform-as-a-Service , Red Hat University.
Red Hat Certified Engineer , Red Hat University.
Red Hat Certified System Administrator , Red Hat University.
MySQL 5.6 Database Administrator , Oracle Certified Professional.

2012 ITIL v3 Foundation Certification , EXIN.
I have got the ITIL v3 certification, a set of best practice and IT service management.

2011 DB2 fundamentals certification. IBM Certified Database Associate., IBM
Professional Certification Program.
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Languages
Valenciano Bilingual
English Proficiency skills,
TOEIC Certification (Test of English for International Communication).

Computers knowledge
Software During the University career I learned different developing languages, object oriented
developer like C++ and Java, lately and because of personal interest I learned other languages
like Bash, Perl, PHP or Ruby. In my current position, I am handling problems with
distributed automation and SQL performance every day.
Operative I have an advanced GNU/Linux knowledge and experience with Microsoft Windows
systems Servers, in my current job I am working with RHEL 6 and RHEL 7.
Administration I also have MySQL, DB2 and PostgreSQL databases knowledge. I work improving the
performance of the systems, deploying distributing systems, developing automation
and implementing DevOps. I have experience with other Red Hat products like
Satellite6, OpenStack and OpenShift. I do proactive and reactive incidence analysis.

Hobby
IT security Enthusiastic since the year 1998
Computer Operative system fan, specially with GNU/Linux. I am a very enthusiastic person with the
systems database systems and the internet networks topics.
Internet Web technology passionate, SEO, Web 2.0 and Social Media as a hobby.
Sports I played Basketball until the end of my time in University, I also played tennis, panel, ping
pong, indoor soccer, soccer and I like fishing.

Other
{ I am a self-taught, flexible and a team player.
{ I consider myself a perfectionist, I am a very observer person, ambitious and really
motivated with continuos learning and problem solving.
{ I have a driver’s license and an own car.
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